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Presentation Notes
Good morning! My name is Deno Himonas. In my day job, I serve as a Justice on the Utah Supreme Court. By night, I work as a robed crusader, travelling around the country advocating that judges, lawyers, and others band together to disrupt the judicial system and the practice of law in order to fix the access-to-justice gap. My goal today is to arm each of you with information and energize you to carry out this work.
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Key 
Themes

• “Broken” is hyperbolic. However… 
there are enormous and 
expanding fissures in our lack of  
accessible and affordable justice—
the access-to justice (or A2J) gap.

• To bridge the gap we need to change 
our legal ecosystem by creating 
new delivery channels for legal 
services, including through investing 
in and harnessing technology.

• ODR is one delivery channel and 
preliminary findings from Utah’s 
ODR initiative show promising 
progress.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk themes (3):First, I admit that calling the judicial system “broken,” as I have in the title of my presentation, is hyperbolic. But what is more problematic is taking the position that everything is hunky-dory and that we’re not experiencing an enormous and expanding fissures in in our lack of accessible and affordable justice—what we all refer to as the access-to justice (or A2J) gap.Second, to bridge the gap we need to change our legal ecosystem by creating new delivery channels for legal services, including through investing in and harnessing technology.Third, I’d like to offer you all a more in-depth look into one of those channels, Utah’s ODR model, and I’ll report on some preliminary findings regarding that model by National Center for State Courts. 



“Poor people have access to the 
American courts in the same 
sense that the Christians 
had access to the lions 
when they were dragged 
into a Roman arena.” 

Retired California Court of Appeals
Justice Earl Johnson, Jr.

“Colosseum (229913207) by Mathew Schwartz, used under CC BY / Desaturated from original
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Presentation Notes
Theme 1—The Ever-Expanding Access-to Justice Gap in the United States:[Slide quote] I need to thank Paul Embley from the National Center for spotting this quote; I thought it a powerful metaphor from the moment I first saw Paul use it to emotionally bring home the A2J gap in our court system Now, I’m not going to spend an enormous amount of time this morning talking about the A2J gap. If any of you here are still debating whether the A2J gap exists despite the mountain of evidence to the contrary, then this isn’t the presentation for you.But just to put a pin in it, the United States is tied for 99th of 126 countries when it comes to access and affordability of civil justice. When I describe where we sit, I like to evoke my cowboy heritage and tell folks that “while we’re not dead last, we’re close enough to spit and hit it.” Let’s take a quick look at just one aspect of the gap—unrepresented parties.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


A Dramatic Increase In People Without Lawyers Has 
Changed How Users Interact With the Courts

Historically
Now

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question, true or false, the rules that govern our court system are based on a demonstrably false fiction? Answer, true. By and large the rules assume that the parties before the court will be represented by a lawyer. Even if that was once true, it hasn’t been the case for over a decade. As a result  an enormous swath of the litigant population—unrepresented parties—now face a labyrinth of arcane rules, customs, and jargon that not only puts them at a disadvantage, it creates a barrier to them entering the court system in the first instance.To put a more data-driven point to the answer: Each year more than 30 million people in the United States attempt to navigate civil legal issues in state courts without the help of a lawyer. This reality has resulted in a “self-help” justice system that was not built for most of the people who use it.And without access to legal help, people with civil legal problems face cascading consequences in all kinds of areas, housing, family, and financial stability. For example:1 in 50 tenants have received a court-issued eviction order;1 in 14 workers in the United States have some of their wages garnished as the result of a court order; and1 in 4 Americans with civil legal problems reported adverse impacts on health.
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not 

meeting 
needs and 
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have 
noticed:

59% of  voters 
agree that courts 
are not doing 
enough to 
empower regular 
people without 
legal help.
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Question, we shouldn’t worry because the public thinks the courts are doing a good job managing the A2J crises? Answer, false. 6 in 10 Americans say the courts are failing ordinary Americans.Historically, the judicial system in this country has succeeded because of high public confidence. I suggest to you that those halcyon days are about to come to an end if we don’t act intentionally, decisively, and rapidly to address the A2J gap. 



QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My first theme is that, while our judicial system may not be broken, it’s facing some real challenges, particularly when it comes to access-to justice.Let’s hit the pause button here for some questions. I encourage you all to be honest.	A. Who here thinks I’m making up the A2J gap?	B. Who here thinks I’m exaggerating the gap?	C. Who here doesn’t give a rat about the gap?3. [Solicit questions from the audience—use the voir dire method, e.g., “ who agrees with . . . .”]
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eliminate rule 
5.4
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• Washington 
LLLT

• Utah LPP
• U of AZ BA, MA ODR!
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Theme 2—To Bridge the A2J Gap We Have to Develop New Delivery Channels for Legal Services:So how do we move toward convincing the population that courts are working to empower regular people? How do we alert people to their potential legal issues? How do we provide them with increased access to affordable legal advice or, for those that want to go it alone, with quality information about their legal issue? In short, how do we start to bridge the gap?Here’s the bad news, there’s no cure-all. What will be, no, strike that, what is required of us is that we build a sort of a new legal ecosystem—one that opens up new delivery channels for legal services.Let me explain what I mean. Historically in the United States, only fully licensed and vetted lawyers have been authorized to practice law, that is to say, provide legal advice. That singular approach to the delivery of legal services has resulted in an inefficient and expensive system that has left the vast majority of the population to legally fend for itself.What we’re working on in Utah, what Arizona is also working on, and what California is exploring, is reimagining the regulation of the practice of law. Let me describe what we’re working on in Utah to give you a better idea of what I mean: Track A—modify or eliminate rule 5.4 to allow for fee splitting, referral fees, and outside ownership of law firms; and Track B—the development of the regulatory sandbox to test innovative delivery models and technologies.   Not up for full-throttled legal reform you say. There are still other avenues to widening the scope of legal delivery channels by expanding the list of those who can provide legal advice, e.g., the Washington triple L T, the Utah LPP, and, perhaps, in Arizona students graduating from the University of Arizona with a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in law.[Brief account of Utah program.]I recognize the criticisms of the Washington program—not enough of a bang for the buck. And I’m certain Utah and, if it joins the fold, Arizona, will face the same criticism. In response I say [paraphrase Bill Gates]. In other words, it takes time to launch and establish a new profession.You say no way that your jurisdiction is going to allow non-lawyers or, heaven forbid, computerized legal advice, you can still work to narrow the gap by investing in and harnessing technology as a court system. Yes, I’m talking ODR!    Let me ask rhetorically, just how important is technology, generally speaking, to our daily lives?



The Future Is Technology

“The importance of  technology in our 
daily lives is undeniable. This is due to the 

fact that in today’s dynamic world, 
life without technolog y 

is meaningless.”

eimportanceoftechnology.com
(last visited 10/23/19)
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Here’s one view, albeit greatly exaggerated.To be clear, I don’t agree that “life without technology is meaningless,” but it is clear that it has permeated every facet of our lives. And those organizations that have realized the disruptive effect and value of technology and gotten “with it” have thrived; those that haven’t, well, may they rest in peace. Knowing this, our justice system not only should embrace technology, it must if it is to stay truly relevant: think electronic filing and notice, digital recordings, computer-aided translation, online forms, online assistance, remote appearances, and the list goes on.And think of bringing all of these technologies together, and more, in ODR.



ODR is Here to Stay

Get Over It.

The majority of  states and 
many countries have 

launched ODR programs 
or platforms.

Get on With It.

If  you are not 
one of  them…
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Presentation Notes
I used to say that “ODR is a rapidly growing trend.” But that phrase is already anachronistic. ODR is here to stay. As Richard Susskind has put it: ODR is how court will be done in the future. He is spot on.For those of you who have heard this story before, forgive me, but I think it is worth retelling today [my computer story].Make no mistake, in rapid order we’ll be telling the same stories about those who said online courts were not becoming to the court system. 



QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I move to my third theme, a more in-depth look at the Utah ODR model, let’s pause for questions.[Solicit questions]



Soup to Nuts: 
ODR in Utah
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Theme 3—An In-depth Look Into Utah’s ODR Model and a Report on Some of the Preliminary Findings Regarding that Model by the National Center for State Courts:A soup to nuts history of Utah’s ODR efforts for the purposes of contextualizing the remainder of the discussion.  Roughly 3, 3 & 1/2 years ago began the process. . . .. . . . Nearing the completion of the independent evaluation by the National Center for State Courts.Much of the data and language that follows is taken from a draft of that report. And I really need to emphasize this is all preliminary and subject to change.
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Presentation Notes
Unplanned consequence; happy accident: 45% time savings in court staff time per case. How this scales.Based on data collected by pilot test court (versus NCSC study).Time savings:Case initiation in data entry, document scanning, and uploading;When service is reported to the court; andWhen the case is resolved.5. Allows for more assistance by clerks; hence A2J improvement.
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• Number of  hearings 
per case is down.

• “Spillover” of  cases 
from overscheduled 
has been eliminated.

• Communication 
between parties is 
better.

• Parties that do come to 
court are coming better 
prepared.

Fewer 
Hearings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The A2J aspect seems apparent—fewer unnecessary trips to the courthouse mean less intrusion and less expense.��“The number of hearings per case has gone down since . . . ODR was introduced. . . . Earlier, more cases would be scheduled for hearing than could reasonably be brought before the court in one day. The resulting backlog meant that parties would have to come back to be heard another day. Better communication between the parties involved, throughout the process, by virtue of the option to chat on the platform has also played a part in reducing the number of hearings. The parties are better prepared for the proceedings and they can be completed in a timely manner.” How much less, you ask. . . . 
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Pre-ODR

1,022 unique cases

2,255 hearings

2.66 average hearings/case
Fewer 

Hearings

ODR

743 unique cases

941 hearings

1.5 average hearings/case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“For the baseline[], 1022 unique cases ha[d] 2255 hearings. The mean number of hearings per case was 2.66 and there was a maximum of 8 hearings for a case. Since the launch of the ODR platform, 743 cases had 941 hearings. There has been an average of 1.5 hearings per case and a maximum of 4 hearings for a case.”  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put differently, ODR has resulted in a 44% reduction in the number of hearings.What about time to disposition?
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ODR

63 days to first hearing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the date that a case was filed it took, on average, 93 days for the first hearing to take place in the baseline period. That number was reduced by a month after the ODR system was launched, taking, on average, 63 days for the first hearing. To be clear, this is from filing, not from service.We see even greater improvements if we consider the time from filing to completion.
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Presentation Notes
Put differently, ODR has resulted in a 58% decrease in the time to disposition.And frankly, this significantly understates the time to disposition when both parties engage—in other words, when we measure time to disposition from service versus filing. Under the business rules we’ve established, it cannot take more than 6 weeks from service to disposition. I’m told by the clerk of the pilot court that the average time to disposition under this metric is roughly four weeks. 
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~ 2,000 cases filed.

Return of  service in 
~1,500

Many plaintiffs in the pilot 
are bulk filers.

Only 28 parties have 
opted out.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The importance in terms of whether we have a winner: Both sides want to participate.Consider the importance of the low-opt out rate in terms of ESL and individuals with disabilities.



QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I move to my third theme, a more in-depth look at the Utah ODR model, let’s pause for questions.[Solicit questions]



An ODR Road Map—Step 1

Establish a small 
working group.

Involve judges, IT 
folks, and court 
administrators.

Identify the First 
Principle(s), case type, 
and platform 
architects.

Create an 
implementation task 
force, including a 
project champion.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[If there’s time—describe the three easy steps to ODR success]Establish a small working group to identify guiding principles.The group should include judges, IT folks, and court administrators. Thought leaders from each group preferred.The group should decide First Principles—in our case, lowering the A2J gap—in order to inform the other guiding principles.With the First Principle in mind, the group should identify the case type and platform architects. Again, with the first principle in mind, we settled on small claims and building a platform in-house that we can take to the next level.The group should also set up the implementation task force, including a project champion. We included, judges, clerks, and folks from IT and court services. Also, because of our emphasis on access-to-justice, for outside stakeholders we involved low-bono and pro-bono attorneys and an entrepreneur.



An ODR Road Map—Step 2

Liberate the 
implementation 
task force

Create a wild 
animal group.

Build an MVP. Make it 
Mandatory.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfetter the task force. (from existing rules to the greatest extent possible.)Create a Wild Animal Group. (aka “Skunk Works”)You all might think MVP means most valuable player. That’s what I thought coming into this arena. I was wrong. In this context MVP means minimum viable product. Why an MVP you ask. Because if you don’t; if instead you try to build something that will capture every oddball scenario that comes around you will never launch. This is an incredibly valuable lesson we were taught by our friends in B.C. who have been running a very successful ODR platform for some time.Another lesson learned from B.C., make it mandatory. This doesn’t mean that you should make opting out difficult, but it does mean that ODR is the presumption.   



An ODR Road Map—Step 3

Pilot the 
program.

Test it and test it 
again pre-pilot. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I can’t emphasize enough the importance of piloting projects before a full-scale launch. This is a design lab First Principle.Test and re-test to avoid a false negative. My story re Early Case Resolution (ECR).



QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I move to my third theme, a more in-depth look at the Utah ODR model, let’s pause for questions.[Solicit questions]
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Information

Hon. Brendan McCullagh
Judge, West Valley City Justice Court, Utah

Phone: 801-963-3590
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